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Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: BMC Public Health- 2600572026571093

Thank you for your email of 11 August 2009. As requested, the manuscript has been amended as follows:

- Under “Authors’ contributions”, the following sentence has been added “All authors have read and approved the final manuscript”.
- The publisher’s name and place of publication have been added for references 1, 17, 18
- The year of publication has been added for reference 2
- The doi number has been removed from reference 15 and the volume and page numbers have been included
- The line numbers have been removed
- The title has been changed to sentence case, both in the manuscript and the submission system
- The country ‘Australia’ has been added under ‘Corresponding author’
- Email addresses of all the authors have been included on the title page
- The trial registration number has been included in the submission system abstract
- The keywords have been removed
- The word “(Introduction)” has been removed from the ‘Background’ title
- The vertical lines within the tables have been removed and headings have been bolded
- The figure has been cropped.

If there are any further comments, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards,

A.Professor Sebely Pal